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We must go beyond Bloom's taxonomy 
to consider specific dispositions and 
abilities characteristic of critical thinkers.

T he recent explosion of interest 
in critical thinking has occa 
sioned an accompanying inter 

est in assessing it on a large scale This 
assessment requires an expanded defi 
nition of critical thinking

Critical Thinking Denned
Although there are narrower concepts 
of critical thinking in some peoples 
minds. I think that the one that is most 
generally employed is expressed in 
this definition: Critical thinking is re 
flectii v and reasonahle thinking that is 
focused on deciding ivhtit to helierc or 
do Note that there are creative activi 
ties covered by this definition, includ 
ing formulating hypotheses, questions, 
alternatives, and plans for experi 
ments Note also that, so defined, criti 
cal thinking is a practical activity be 
cause deciding what to believe or do is 
a practical activity

Higher-Order Thinking Skills 
and Bloom's Taxonomy
How does critical thinking compare 
with higher-order thinking and Bloom's 
taxonomy5 If these latter two approach 
es could do the job for us. there would 
be less reason to be interested in critical 
thinking

As I have defined it and will be 
conceptuali/.ing it. critical thinking is a 
much clearer concept than the cur 
rently popular higher-order thinking 
skills I n fact, higher-order thinking 
skills i s so vague a term that it appears 
useless as a guide for the development 
of teaching, curriculums, and evalua 
tion procedures It has. however, had'

one significant persuasive function to 
remind us that there is much more 
cognitive stuff to he acquired in school 
than elementary reading, writing, and 
arithmetic and hanks of memorized 
and soon-to-be-forgotten facts

One possible conceptualization of 
higher-order thinking skills. Bloom's 
taxonomy, has served a similar func 
tion: reminding us that there is much 
more that schools could be doing than 
promoting memorization Actually. I 
suspect that in the minds of many 
educators the top three levels of 
Bloom's taxonomy (.analysis. synthesis, 
and evaluation), and perhaps also the 
next two lower levels (comprehension 
and application), are the higher-order 
thinking skills So if it could provide 
useful guidance. Bloom's taxonomy 
could serve as a conceptualization of 
higher-order thinking skills

I'nfortunately. Blooms taxonomy 
does not provide the guidance that we 
need First of all. the concepts in the 
taxonomy are uxi vague as thev stand 
Take analysis, tor instance Analysis of 
a chemical compound, analysis of an 
argument, analysis ol a word, analysis 
of an opponent's weaknesses in a bas 
ketball game, and analysis of the politi- 
cal situation in South Africa seem like 
such different activities that we might 
verv well wonder just what we are 
supposed to t each under the label 
"analysis

Second, as we might expect from 
the first difficulty, the taxonomy is not 
accompanied by criteria for judging 
the outcome of the activity To teach
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Figure 1. GoaJs for a C ritical Thinking/Reasoning Curriculum 1

WORKING DEFINITION: Cntxal thinking is reasonable reflective Thinking thai is 
focused on deciding what to believe or do •'

Critical thinking so defined involves both dispositions and abilities

A. DISPOSITIONS

1 Seek a clear statement ot the thesis or question
2 Seek reasons
1 Trv to be well-intormed
4 Use credible sources and mention them
5. Fake into account the total situation
b Try to remain relevant to the mam point
7 Keep in mmd the original and or basic concern
8 look tof alternatives
9 Be openminded

a Consider serioush other points ot view than one s own i dialogical thinking" > 
b Reason trom premises with which one disagrees — without letting the dis 

agreement interfere with one s reasoning i suppositional thinking > 
( W ithhold ludgmenl when the evidence and reasons are insufficient

10 Take a position land change a position' when the evidence <jnd reasons are 
sufficient to do so

11 Seek as much precision as the subject permits 
1,; Deal in an orderly manner with the parts 01 a complex whole 
11 Be sensitive to the feelings, level ot knowledge, and degree ot sophistication of 

others'

B ABILITIES (Classified under these categories Elementary Clarification. Basic Sup 
port. Inference Advanced Clarification, and Strategy and Tactics*

(Jemenfarv C/ar/ficaf<on
1 Focusing on a question

a Identifying or formulating a question 
b Identifying or formulating emend tor 
c Keeping the situation m mmd

2 Anary/mg arguments
a Identifying conclusions
b Identifying staled reasons i
t Identifying unstated reasons
d Seeing similarities and differences
e Identifying and handling irrelevance
I Seeing the structure ot an argument

judging possible a

wermg questions of

j mean bv __

e Use ot established procedures
F Known risk lo reputation
g Ability to give reasons
h Careful habits

i Asking and ar 
a Why' 
b Whal is vo 
c Whal do v 
d What would be an example'
e Whal would nol be an example (though close to being one>' 
t. How does that apply to this case idescnbe case which might well appear to be

a counterexample'' 
g. What difference does it make' 
h Whal are the tacts'
i Is this what you are saving ______________' 
I Would you say some more about that'

Basic S upport
4 ludging the credibility ol a sour 

a Expertise
b Lack ot conflict ot interest 
c Agreement among sources 
d Reputation

5 Observing and |udg>ng observation reports, criteria 
a Minimal inferring involved
b Short time interval between observation and report 
c Repon by observer rather than someone else n.e . not hearsay) 
d Records are generally desirable It report is based on a record, it is generally

best (hat
1) The record was close in lime lo the observation
2i The record was made b\ the observer
li The record was made bv the reporter
4t The statement was believed bv the reporter, either because of a prior belief 

m its correctness or because ot a belief thaf the observer was habitually 
Correct

e. Corroboration 
t Possibility ot corroboration 
g. Conditions of good access
h Competent employment ot technology if technology is useful 
i Satisfaction bv observer .and reporter it a different person! ol credibility

criteria i #4 above)

Infereme
h Deducing, and judging deductions 

a Class logic—Euler circles 
b Conditional logic 
c Interpretation ot statements 

1) Double negation 
2i Necessary and sufficient conditions 
3i Other logical words only. it and only if or some." unless.

not " not both " etc 
7 I nducing, and judging inductions 

a Generalizing
li Tvpicaltry ot dala limitation ot coverage
2i Sampling
ii Tables and graphs

b Interring explanatory conclusions and hypotheses 
1* Tvpes ol explanatory conclusions and hvpolhe-es 

di C ausai < (aims 
hi Claim-, about the helifi- anil jn.iudrs <>t I»«-Hpit-

e> Reported definitions

2> Investigating
a> Designing experiments mi ludmg planning In i ur 
bi Seeking evidence and ( ounterevidem e 
c i Seeking other possible explanations

1> Criteria Given reasonable jssumpiions
a> The proposed conclusion would explain the e\idt

ci Competitive alternate i on< I unions jff mtonsisii 
(essential 1

8 Making and |udgmg value judgments 
a Background tacts 
b C onsequeru es
C Prima /acir application <>i a< i epiahlr principles 
d Considering alternative- 
e Balancing weighing and deciding

Advanced C tjnticatmn

Ji Class.ficat.on 
li Range

11 Operational 
fii Example—nonexample 

b Definitional strategy 
1) Acts

a> Report a meaning i reported definition 1
hi Stipulate d meaning c stipuldtive detinMnin-
d Express a position on an issue' ptisition.il mi lu<

and persuasive definition* 
Ji Identifying dnd handling equivrn .itum 

a) Attention to the context 
b> Possible tvpes ot response

n The definition is |usf wrong ilhe -.rmplesl re

outlandish result 
nil Considering alternative interpretations On

meaning trom one to the other 
C Content

10 Identifying assumptions
a Un
b Needed B Uttir

Strategy and Tacf»cs

a Def.ne problem
b Select criteria to judge possible solution
c formulate alternative solutions
d Tentatively decide what to do
e Review, taking into atrouni the total sid

12 Interacting with others
a Emplovmg and reading to tallacv lab*1 

H Circularity 
2> Appeal to authority 
Ji Bandwagon 
4i Glittering term 
5i NamecallmR 
61 Slippery slope 
7] Post hoc 
8l Non sequitur 
*)i Ad hominem 

10i Affirming the consequent 
Hi Denying the antecedent J2> lrrplev,incf 

b Logical strategies 
c Rhetorical strategies
d Presenting a position oral or written 'argumentation i 

II Aiming at a particular audience and keeping it m mmd 
21 Organizing (common type mam point, c lanfu at ion reason-, 

attempt to rebut prospective challenges, summary — mi ludi 
mam point)

and di'i

imgi

H' Begging the
Mi Eilher-or
l")i Vagueness
lf» Equivocation
I7i Straw person
IRi Appeal lo IM
l f-»i Argument Ire
2Ni Hypothetical

,iltrrn,ilive 
ng repeat (

Notes
' This

Educational Practice > n ed Innas F Soltis fhr/osopfty and i(iutat">n > f i 
National Sex IP'-, for the Sludv ot Edu< at.on Pjrll. iChnaK" N SSt '4ni1 
Ot Rational Ihpnkpng in pd |prrr( ld C nr .mbs Ph:!nv,phy ,ii friut.itinn l

' Ite
al disposiiion lhat ii desirable f<
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higher order thinking .skills, \ve need 
criteria for making such judgments 
Both students and teachers need such 
criteria

Although there are numerous other 
objections to the taxonomy (F.nnis, 
1981a; Hurst. 19H1. Nelson. 1981; Sed 
don. 19~"H). the reservations I have 
expressed are enough to give us 
pause In any case the taxonomy was 
not intended to he a statement of 
educational objectives It was intended 
to he a system tor classify ing educa 
tional objectives

I do not claim that critical thinking 
exhausts the idea of higher-order 
thinking skills, at least in part because

that idea is so vague But I believe that 
critical thinking incorporates a good 
deal of the directly practical side of 
higher order thinking Deciding what 
to believe or do is a practical higher 
order thinking enterprise, and most 
practical higher order thinking activity 
is focused on deciding what to believe 
or do

Even if you disagree about this. I 
hope you will accept critical thinking 
as comprising at least a significant 
portion of higher order thinking and 
worthy of our extended attention in 
the schools So I shall proceed with 
some details of a conception of critical 
thinking that I have developed over a 
number of vears.

Figure 2. The Process of Deciding What to Believe or Do

DECISION ABOUT BELIEF OR ACTION

Basis

Information
—from others
—from observation

Acceptable conclusions 
(previously drawn)

T t t T T T T t T T
INTERACTION WITH OTHER PEOPLE

Problem Solving

"Deciding what to 
believe or do is a 
higher-order 
thinking 
enterprise, and 
most practical 
higher-order 
thinking activity is 
focused on 
deciding what to 
believe or do."
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Dispositions and Abilities
A first step in an analysis for purposes 
of curriculum decisions, teaching, and 
evaluation is to break up critical think 
ing into dispositions and abilities I 
have tried to give a comprehensive 
specification of critical thinking dispo 
sitions and abilities in Figure 1, Goals 
for a Critical Thinking/Reasoning Cur 
riculum. which I have elaborated 
elsewhere (Ennis. 1962, 1980, 19Hlb, 
1985).' Although the critical thinking 
dispositions and abilities are listed 
separately for purposes of planning 
and discussion, they are integrated in 
the actual process of deciding what to 
believe or do

The outline in Figure 1 is only an 
overall content outline It does not 
incorporate or imply suggestions for 
level, repetition in greater depth, em 
phasis, or infusion in subject matter

area (which might be either exclusive 
or overlapping) These complex topics 
must be addressed in application of 
the outline to curriculum, teaching, 
and evaluation decisions

The list of dispositions includes 
such things as being open-minded, 
paying attention to the total situation, 
seeking reasons, and trying to be well- 
informed These are self-explanatory 
and, I trust, obviously desirable

The four general sets of abilities that 
are constitutive of critical thinking are 
clarity-related abilities (l(x>sely divid 
ed into elementary and advanced 
sets), inference-related abilities, abili 
ties related to establishing a sound 
basis for inference, and abilities in 
volved in going about decision making 
in an orderly and useful way, often 
called problem solving When com 
bined with the critical thinking dispo 
sitions. these four categories are in 
tended to cover comprehensively the 
process of deciding what to believe or 
do We have or seek a basis (informa 
tion or the conclusion of some previ 
ous thinking process) From this we 
infer to a conclusion, which is a deci 
sion about a belief or action (It might 
even be a decision to suspend judg 
ment ) In this problem-solving proc 
ess we should be clear about what is 
going on. This overall relationship is 
exhibited in Figure 2, which shows the 
basis on which one infers a decision, 
the whole prohlern-solving pnx'ess re 
quiring emphasis on clarity and the 
critical thinking dispositions All of this 
takes place in a context of interaction 
with ot/xrs

This four-fold analysis of the abili 
ties involved in arriving at a decision 
about belief or action (basis, infer 
ence, clarify, problem solving) is the 
foundation for the multiple-choice, 
large-scale critical thinking assessment 
efforts currently under way in Con 
necticut and California Attention to 
critical thinking dispositions has not 
yet been included in these efforts, 
though I hope that it can be included 
by using sampling techniques and in 
tensive interviews Interaction with 
others is, to a small extent, included in

the multiple choice tests through the 
requirement of communication (read 
ing and listening) It is also included in 
the combined writing and thinking 
assessment that is going on in both 
states.

There is progress, but there is yet 
much to be done D

'I used ,i narrower appraisal onl\ dehni 
non of critical thinking in the I9(>2. I9HO. 
and 19HI items, hul have since broadened 
this definition lor practical reason*.
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